Graduates in Civil / Building Services / Structural / Geotechnical Engineering, Geology, Earth Sciences

Graduate Development at Jacobs

Professional Development Support:
Jacobs grows by attracting and developing talented people who are dedicated to achieving their own personal and professional aspirations. CPD leave and subsidies are provided to support your career development.

Engineering Training Scheme A – Civil, Structural, Geotechnical, Building Services:
Three years HKIE Scheme A Training including 1 year field training is offered to Graduate Engineers. Experienced mentors and supervisors will be assigned to monitor, encourage and set out clear goals for your ongoing professional development.

Engineering Geologist Training Scheme:
We have a structured training scheme for Graduates in Geology and Earth Sciences. Completion of the scheme leads to the qualification of Chartered Geologist with the Geological Society of London which is a recognized professional status.

Jacobs Future Hong Kong:
Hong Kong Graduate Training Day provides Graduates an opportunity of developing teamwork, networking and presentation skills through a wide range of outdoor physical and mental activities and group discussion sessions.

Jacobs Future Weekend US:
Selected Graduates will be invited to attend a 4 days Jacobs Future Weekend in the United States. This programme helps graduates build career skills early, learn about our business, network with other graduates, and get exposure to our senior leaders.

Overseas Secondment:
Working at Jacobs provides you with wonderful opportunities to develop your career on overseas projects. Jacobs has over 54,000 staff located in more than 230 offices in 30 countries globally. For those seeking opportunities to develop their skills and experience, we provide the chance to experience new places and new cultures. In the past, we have seconded Hong Kong employees to Australia, the United Kingdom, the United States, the Netherlands and Ireland to work on infrastructure projects.

To start your career with Jacobs:
Please apply with your full resume, certificates, academic transcripts and availability via our Jacobs website at http://www.jacobs.com/join-us.